
  

IOCs are Dead, 
Long live the IOCs!

Getting Started IntelMQ



  

Who I am?

Celine Massompierre

Incident Handler – Excellium-Services CSIRT

Almost 10 years as Business Intelligence Analyst

Newbie in security field (~ 3 years)

Enjoy learning and sharing new things

 Not an expert, not a core developer of IntelMQ. Just a user :)



  

A word about Threat Intel

Newbie Course



  

Threat Intel

Threat Intelligence is one of these trendy words in the security world...

But what it is exactly?

Threat Intelligence is a way of detecting and avoiding bad things.



  

Threat?

Threats could be malware, botnet, ransomware, exploit, theft….



  

Using Indicator Of Compromise (IOC)

IOCs are artefacts which identify something in a clear and an 
unambiguous way.

How?

For example:
 
Some malware contains url or ip address hard-coded for reaching 
their command & control. These artifacts are IOCs.



  

These lists are available through to many providers.

Most of the time they are related to Network artifact.

 IOC Feeds

For example:
 
IP addresses used by Feodo network are listed by abuse.ch:
https://feodotracker.abuse.ch

IP addresses attacking specific service (ftp, imap, mail…) are listed by blocklist.de:
https://www.blocklist.de/en/export.html

https://feodotracker.abuse.ch/
https://www.blocklist.de/en/export.html


  

Then What?



  

Then What?



  

IntelMQ
How does this work?



  

IntelMQ

Tool for gathering, cleaning and enriching IOCs

Deals with many different sources and destinations.

Easy to install (package), manage and improve

Open Source Project

Created by multiple CERTs (Trusted Introducer*) and maintained by CERT.AT

IntelMQ = Threat Intel feeds + Message Queueing system

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq

* https://www.trusted-introducer.org/

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq
https://www.trusted-introducer.org/


  

IntelMQ

IntelMQ is a command line tool.

IntelMQ-Manager is a must do for development.

userimq:~ $ apt search intelmq
Sorting… Done
Full Text Search… Done
Intelmq/unknown,now 2.1.0-1 all [installed]
    IntelMQ is a solution for IT security teams (CERTs, CSIRTs, abuse
Intelmq-manager/unknown,now 2.1.0-1 all [installed]
    Graphical interface to manage configurations for the IntelMQ framework.

Avoid IntelMQ-Manager in production without enhance security! 



  

Spirit
ETL Tools (BI)

Datawarehouse
Datamart

Transform

Extract Load



  

Spirit
One example of ETL: Pentaho kettle



  

InteMQ-Manager



  

Important
Concept



  

Bots

In IntelMQ, you manipulate bots and arrange them to create your own data flow.
A bot is a kind of “object” which does one thing.

Collector Parser Expert Output

Bots are divided in 4 groups: 



  

Parse the content
Grab feed from a 

website

#1 #2

Bots

#3
Filter data

#4
Query the Whois 

Database

#5
Add custom 
information

#6
Save it in Database

Example of Data flow 



  

Let’s play!



  

VM

Ubuntu: user / User123

US KEYBOARD

In command line, use ‘setxkbmap’ for changing it.
For example, for french: ‘setxkbmap fr’

IntelMQ-Manager (Firefox): admin / Admin123



  

IntelMQ-Manager

Design of the data flow   

Bots Management
Start/stop

Debug and log access

Status of installation

Self explained, right?



  

Exercises

All exercises are available in the folder IOCs on the Desktop.

- exo.txt: statement of each exercise with url of the feeds
- deploy.sh: deploy configuration files from ‘actual’ folder to intelmq folder
- start.sh and stop.sh: start and stop intelMQ and IntelMQ-Manager

- empty folder: empty configuration files, if you want to restart
- default folder: default example provided with intelmq
- file-output folder: default location for the output file
- solutions folder: solution of each exercises if you get lost

   



  

Exercise 00
Get feodo tracker blocklist

Guided

In this exercise, we create a simple data flow with 3 bots: 1 collector, 1 parser and 1 output 
   

1. Drag and drop the following bots:
-    Collector > Mail URL Fetcher

http_url: https://feodotracker.abuse.ch/downloads/ipblocklist.txt

- Parser > Abuse.ch IP

- Output > File
file: let the default value

2. Use add Queue button for linking these 3 bots
Click, then hold the click on the first bots and release it on the next

3. Save configuration



  

Exercise 00
Get feodo tracker blocklist

Guided
On Management tab, start all the bots: 

Take a look at the target file > output-file/event.txt



  

Exercise 00
Get feodo tracker blocklist

Guided

# DstIP
78.46.103.90
94.177.216.217
69.163.33.84
131.0.103.200
120.138.101.250
186.71.150.23
31.128.13.45
192.3.104.40
51.89.115.120
66.85.156.81
144.91.76.214
194.36.189.165
194.5.250.98
...

   

{
“feed.accuracy”: 100,
“feed.name”: “__FEED__”,
“feed.provider”: “__PROVIDER__”,
“feed.url”: “https://feodotracker.abuse.ch/downloads/ipblocklist.txt”,
“time.observation”: “2019-10-20T22:11:12+00:00”,
“classification.type”: “c2server”,
“malware.name”: “cridex”
“classification.taxonomy”: “malicious code”,
“extra.feed_last_generated”: “2019-10-19T11:23:08+00:00”,
“raw”: “NzguNDYuMTAzLjkw”,
“source.ip”: “78.46.103.90”

}

   

IN OUT



  

Normalization

The main goal of IntelMQ is to automate gathering, and also to normalize and enrich IOCs.

IntelMQ provide a predefined list of target fields:
 

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Harmonization-fields.md

These fields are divided in multiple “group”: feed, source, destination, time, classification...
       

And speaking of classification, IntelMQ use an extended version of eCSIRT II taxonomy:

https://www.trusted-introducer.org/Incident-Classification-Taxonomy.pdf

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Data-Harmonization.md
 

Under the hood, fields are defined in the harmonization.conf file

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Harmonization-fields.md
https://www.trusted-introducer.org/Incident-Classification-Taxonomy.pdf
https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Data-Harmonization.md


  

Exercise 01

1. Based on the previous exercise, change the feed.provider and feed.name.

2. Try to add another simple data flow (1 collector, 1 parser and 1 output)
Feel free to test anything, as long as you find a feed :)

For helping you, look at this page:
https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/master/docs/Feeds.md

3. Some feeds that you could try:
https://feodotracker.abuse.ch/downloads/ipblocklist.csv
https://ransomwaretracker.abuse.ch/feeds/csv
https://www.openphish.com/feed.txt

Get blocklists as it

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/master/docs/Feeds.md
https://feodotracker.abuse.ch/downloads/ipblocklist.csv
https://ransomwaretracker.abuse.ch/feeds/csv
https://www.openphish.com/feed.txt


  

Exercise 02

If a csv feed does not have a dedicated parser, you could use the generic csv parser.

For helping you, look at this page:
https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Bots.md#generic-csv-parser

1. Try to parse feodo tracker (ipblocklist.csv) with the generic csv parser

Tip #1: You need to use harmonization.conf for naming destination field.
     Available in IOCs/default folder

Tip #2: Some source field are multi purpose
     Identify different field and separate them with a | 
     Ex: source.url|source.fqdn|source.ip

Tip #3: When a source field can be empty, use __IGNORE__ keyword
Ex: source.url|__IGNORE__

Let’s play with generic CSV parser

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Bots.md#generic-csv-parser


  

Exercise 02
Let’s play with generic CSV parser

{
    "classification.type": "c2server",
    "destination.ip": "186.47.122.182",
    "destination.port": 449,
    "feed.accuracy": 100.0,
    "feed.name": "__FEED__",
    "feed.provider": "__PROVIDER__",
    "feed.url": "http://localhost/downloads/ipblocklist.csv",
    "malware.name": "trickbot",
    "raw": 
"MjAxOS0xMC0yMSAxMDowNTowNCwyMDAuMTI3LjEyMS45OSw0NDksLFRyaWNrQm90DQ0K
MjAxOS0xMC0yMSAxMDowNTowNCwxODYuNDcuMTIyLjE4Miw0NDksLFRyaWNrQm90DQo=",
    "time.observation": "2019-10-22T09:22:22+00:00",
    "time.source": "2019-10-21T10:05:04+00:00"
}

“classification.taxonomy” missing!



  

Exercise 02
Let’s play with generic CSV parser

For adding “classification.taxonomy”, simply use the “Taxonomy” bot (Expert)

If you don’t have the classification.taxonomy, use script stop.sh 
and start.sh



  

Debug
When you want to debug one of the data flow, you can use intelmq-manager.

Stop all bots, then start only the collector, and look at the Parser:



  

Debug
Pop record in the pipe (pop button) and you get what the collector sent.

Base64 is the whole input file content!



  

Debug
For testing the bot, just use the process button



  

Exercise 03
Expert

Expert bot helps you to enrich data and clean them.
In these exercise, use the debug.

1. Use the following samples and test them manually on ‘RFC-1918’ bot
- BadIP.txt
- BadURL.txt

2. Use the samples in url2fqdn.txt file and test them on ‘url2fqdn’ bot

3. Test the ‘Cymru-Whois-Expert’ bot

4. Test others bot if you have time ;)



  

Exercise 04
Let’s discover the swiss army knife bot: modify

Often, you need to personalized a little bit what you get: 
- Remove a field, 
- Switch direction or IOC (because all parser did what you want)
- Split an IOC (url for example)
- Add new field

For that, you can used the modify expert:
https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/master/docs/Bots.md#modify

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/master/docs/Bots.md#modify


  

Exercise 04
Let’s discover the swiss knife bot: modify

This bot is not configurable via intelmq-manager. It is time to use terminal (Finally)!

1. Add a new static field

2. Use the modify bot for removing the field accuracy

3. Switch direction of the IOC, from source to destination

4. Use a regex for drop the parameter part of url

 

 



  

GUI is good for...

Maintaining this kind of workflow!



  

IntelMQ offer a really cool command called intelmqctl.

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/intelmqctl.md

Intelmqctl should be used with the intelmq user.

Hackers use terminal!

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/intelmqctl.md


  

As you probably discover now, there are 3 or 4 configurations files:

- runtime.conf    >   Configuration of the bots

- pipeline.conf    >   How bots are organized

- harmonization.conf     >   List of available fields

- modify.conf         >   One or multiple files for managing modify bot

2 others files help you when you need it the most:

- BOTS     >   This file provides ave the skeleton on each bots

- feeds.yaml      >    This file provides you url of feeds, rate limiting... 

Intelmqctl should be used with the intelmq user.

Hackers use terminal!



  

Advanced
If one of the bot takes too much time to process data, you can:

- Parallelize the process on the same server

- Or balancing the loads between multiple server!



  

Installation
IntelMQ is available from package managers, or for manual install (pip, git)

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/INSTALL.md

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/INSTALL.md


  

Development
Documentation available in the github is sufficient to start developing you own bot.

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Developers-Guide.md

This guide help you for setting your machine, and provides a skeleton of bot: 

https://github.com/certtools/intelmq/blob/develop/docs/Developers-Guide.md


  

Last words
IntelMQ is a great tool, but unfortunately is not enough….

ALWAYS validate your IOC before using it!



  

Questions?

Celine Massompierre
@kalyparker

kalyparker@protonmail.com
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